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Abstract
Originally published in Contemporary Psychology: APA Review of Books, 1996, Vol 41(2), 191. This book (see record 1995-97540-000) is a wise and profound investigation of loss that elucidates nuances of the human dialogue and our efforts to recreate or keep the dialogue alive long after we have been separated from our loved ones. Kaplan draws from her work and training as a psychoanalyst and from the lives of writers, artists, and others to document specific reactions to loss at different stages of life. Among other topics, she explores the way parents react to the death of their children; how young children and adolescents react to the death of their parents; and how survivors of mass trauma and their children deal with atrocities such as the Holocaust. Kaplan capably blends research and insight to explore themes of loss and reconnection. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2006 APA, all rights reserved)
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LOST OPPORTUNITIES
Using a wide variety of examples -- from the child suffering brief "separation anxiety" to children of Holocaust victims to parents coping with the lifelong grief of losing a child -- Dr. Kaplan demonstrates how to keep the voices of lost loved ones eternally alive. About The Author. Louise Kaplan. Betty Rollin, Author of Last Wish and First, You Cry It is a pleasure to read a work with depth, vision, and scholarship on a subject that merits these strengths. Martha Lear Author of Heartsounds A lovely, deeply comforting meditation on loss, grief, and the triumphs of human survival Resources and Downloads. High Resolution Images. Book Cover Image (jpg): No Voice is Ever Wholly Lost. Trade Paperback 9780684818207. No Voice is Ever Wholly Lost. With Lost's time-twisting plots, it seems only appropriate that the disembodied voice that has introduced each episode's opening recap with the words, “Previously, on Lost ...” should belong to a figure from the show's past. It's that of Lloyd Braun, the former ABC chairman who helped hatch the idea for the series but was fired just prior to its debut. (He's currently the co-owner of BermanBraun, the production company behind Mercy and Accidentally on Purpose.). On the eve of Lost's final season premiere, we checked in with Braun about his aborted history with the show, what he knows about the When this dialogue is silenced by death or separation, we are compelled to invent life scenarios to reconnect with the lost one. Filled with moving, true-life experiences of parents & children. Hardcover, Label: Simon & Schuster, Simon & Schuster, Product group: Book, Published: 1995-06-01, Studio: Simon & Schuster, Sales rank: 432747. Yra rečių knygų, knygų ir dėvėtų knygų pavadinimas "No Voice Is Ever Wholly Lost" nuo Louise J. Kaplan visiškai išvardyti.